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要旨 提案されている多くの電子投票システムでは不在者投票に対して考慮されていない．実際の選

挙において電子投票を利用するためには，不在者も利用できるようにするべきである．日本の現行の

選挙法では不在者が投票を実施した後，開票日の前に死亡したり，投票権を喪失した場合には，その投

票は無効票として処理される．したがってこのような状況に対応できる電子投票システムが必要であ

る．本論文では不在者も利用できる安全な無記名の電子投票システムを提案する．提案する電子投票

システムでは、二重公開鍵暗号を用いた投票プロトコルを利用することで秘密性を守りながら，投票

後の投票値の無効化手法を導入する．

Abstract Many electronic voting schemes have been proposed without considering an absentee 

voting. For practically e-voting system, an absentee voting must be necessarily included in e-

voting system. According to the existing election law of Japan, after an absentee voter enforces the 

voting, if absentee voter died or lost the right of casting the ballot before the tallying, the voting 

contents of this absentee are dealt with invalid. It needs e-voting system that is considered such 

these points in order to compose the real e-voting system. In this paper, we propose the secure 

unsigned e-voting scheme including an absentee voter We introduce thee-voting scheme based on 

double encryption which the ballot can be canceled, called the ballot -cancellation, with keeping 

the privacy. 

1 Introduction 

It has been proposing many e-voting systems based 

on cryptography techniques [4][6][11][13], i.e. A few 

systems of these are used in real election. But, most 

of proposed e-voting schemes had overlooked about 

an absentee voter although an absentee voting takes 

the important percentage in real election. For prac-

tically e-voting system, an absentee voting must be 

necessarily included in e-voting system. We found 

the special character on an absentee voting in Japan 

election law. According to Japan election law, after 

an absentee voter enforces the voting, if an absentee 

voter died or lost the ri_ght of casting the ballot be-

fore the Election Day, it is the invalid ballot. And 

then, we should cancel that ballot in the tallying 

with keeping the privacy and universal verifiability 

of an absentee voter. An absentee voter enforces the 

voting before Election Day and the vote is counted 

on Election Day. Therefore, it is high the possibility 

to be happened vote-buying and coercion because it 

remains one or two weeks till the counting of votes. 

We define the requirements of real e-voting system 

邸 follows.
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-can include absentee voters for real e-voting system 

-can cancel the ballot 

-can keep the privacy without using a voter's key 

1.1 On-line voting vs Electronic Voting 

There are a few kinds of voting systems in present. 

This voting system is a way of using computer tech-

nology to record votes, transmit ballots and tabu-

late elections (17]. The definition of Electronic vot-

ing is that it uses an electronic・device in the vot-

ing method. That is, electronic touch screens as 

Okayama's e-voting (See subsection 1.2) replace pa-

per ballots and it puts a store device instead of the 

ballot box. The characters of these voting meth-

ods are automatic processing and counting of voting. 

These parts are disadvantages in the existing voting 

system including the paper voting. Online voting is 

an upgrade from E-voting, in which the Internet is 

used to transmit ballots to the central computer and 

where voting stations can move beyond the poll site 

to community kiosks and, eventually to voting from 

PCs and Internet appliances [17). So, it needs more 

powerful a voter's authentication and the security in 

online voting based on cryptography techniques. If 

the secure on-line voting is implemented and used in 

real election, it will be used more easily decisions of 

democracy country. Also, the problem of distance in 

the election will be gone. 

1.2 Challenging issues 

What is a problem if a general voter uses e-voting 

system and an absentee voter uses the existing vot-

ing? There is the real good example. In Japan, the 

first electronic voting was enforced at Okayama on 23 

voter by parties and candidate groups. The ratio of 

votes obtained is different between a general voter 

and an absentee voter. This difference can be used 

by political tactics. We notice the result of Okayama 

election in Japan. In this paper, our issues are di-

vided two. One is the ballot-cancellation for an ab-

sentee voter, the other is that it prevents an effluence 

of the voting content. 

Table 1. Ratio of votes obtained of candidate in 

Okayama e-voting 

E-voting The existing voting 

Candidate I method 

[ General voter] [Absentee voter) 

Candidate 1 78.4 % 69.6 % 

Candidate 2 9% 11.5 % 

Candidate 3 5% 13.3 % 

Candidate 4 7.6 % 5.6 % 

Tatal 100 % 100 % 

14,966 persons 1,719 persons 

1.3 Requirements of proposed e-voting 

system 

In this paper, our goal is the secret e-voting in-

eluding an absentee voter that can cancel the ballot. 

So, it should be satisfied following requirements. 

■ Privacy 
Privacy is the basic requirement in E-voting. The 

concept of privacy is that all votes must be secret. 

That is, everyone should not know to associate indi-

vidual votes and voters. 

June, 2002 in order to select a mayor and a council— • Security 
man of Nimi-city (18]. methods in the same election, Many researches had been processing for the secu-

voting results were published by each voting method rity of e-voting system. Most of e-voting systems 

(See table 1). A general voter used thee-voting sys- consist of a few authorities. For the security, above 

tem and an absentee voter used the existing voting all, it should not be concentrate the responsibility on 

method. Because of using two election Okayama's voting results in an authority. Also, each authority 

voting is Electronic voting, not online voting (17]. enables the mutual checking on the vote result. In 

This was brought on new privacy problem without e-voting system, it is very important for the security 

the existing voting method. We can know voting re- to share equally roles one-voting. 

sults in support of a general voter and an absentee 
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■ Ballot-Cancellation 

It can be happend the situation that the ballot is 

cancelled in the tallying. For example, forge of vot-

ing, the voting by illegal voter and so on. It can not 

stop the voting due to a few illegal voters. When it 

does the ballot-cancellation, it must keep the trans-

parency on the privacy and the fairness of an absen-

tee voter. For really e-voting system, it needs the 

ballot-cancellation scheme. 

■ Universal verifiability 

Generally, a voter wants to know whether one's bal-

lot includes exactly in the tallying or not. A voter 

can be claimed one's ballot to election office. The 

e-voting system should always prepare it. 

■ Not using a voter's key 

Most of developed e-voting schemes use a voter's en-

cryption key for the encryption of the vote. If the 

encryption key of a voter is exposed to a third party 

or other people, it can be exposed the voting con-

tent. So, the management of voter's keys is very 

important problem in e-voting. Especially, inc邸 eof 

an absentee voter, it is required especial caution in 

the management of an absentee voter's keys because 

it remains one or two weeks till the counting. 

■ Robustness 
The voting system should be successful regardless of 

partial failure of the system. 

■ Fairness 
Nothing can after affect the voting. 

1.4 Basic works 

■ Double encryption 
Double-encryption [9] [11] is very useful to use both 

secrecy and authenticity because it applies succes-

sive transformations with different modular. Be-

cause double encryption uses two key-pair, we must 

consider the range of keys. The detailed explanation 

is as follows: 

• Notation 
-PA, qA : the prime number is choosen by user 

A 

-TIA = p謹 A, </J(nA) = (PA -l)(qA -1) 

-EA : User A's encryption key 

-DA: User A's decryption key 

-E辺 A三 1mod </J(nA) 

-PB, qB : the prime number is choosen by user 

B 

-EB : User B's encryption key 

-DB: User B's decryption key 

ー咋 =p匹 B, </J(na) = (PB -l)(qa -1) 

-E辺 B三 1mod如 a)

-MM' . plamtext 

-C, C': ciphertext 

-h : a threshold value. 

-Basic conception 

-User A want to send the signed secret message to 

User B. 

C = EB(DA(M)) (nA < h < nB) (1) 

, where h is a threshold value and DA (M) : A signed 

message. 

-User B recovers M and checks A's signature as fol-

lows: 

恥 (DB(C)) =島(D臥邸(DA(M)))

＝恥(DA(M))= M 

-Extension of conditions 

(2) 

We explain the double encryption that is changed 

the condition from equation (1). Kohnfelder sug-

gests another approach, pointing out that if C = 

邸 (DA(M))is not computable because nA < na 

then C'=恥 (Ea(M))is computable. 

-Case 1 : n A < n B 

: The same of equation(2) 

-Case 2 : nA > na 

砂 (Ea(C'))=砂（島(DA(邸 (M)))

＝砂(Ea(M))= M 

In easel, a judge of A's signature must be able to 

verify that M originated with A. B send B's private 

key to C and C checks wi thX =砂(C)and M , 

whether not or M = A1'as follows. 

A1'=恥 (X)

In case2, the judge computes with C'and M as fol-

lows. 

X= 邸 (M)

X'= 恥 (C) = 恥(DA(Ea(M)))
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Using double-encryption, we can provide both se-

crecy and authenticity at same time. 

■ Ballot-cancellation 
We propose the ballot-cancellation scheme in this 

paper. The ballot-cancellation was based on r-th 

residue using homomorphic encryption. After a 

voter enforces the vote, a voter encrypts the voting 

content with r-th residue encryption. (See equation 

(13)). The voting content is exponential and the ex-

ponential Vi of the encrypted voting content公iskか

First, our system checks the value of ki, and then, 

if ki = 0 , the encrypted voting content is 1. {Re-

fer to equation {14)). We can the ballot-cancellation 

without knowing the voting content. So, it keeps a 

voter's privacy. There is an example of the ballot-

cancellation as follows: 

Z=IT似(Zi)ki

(3) 

＝砕Z魯Z象ZヤZ魯窄z伊Z含Z岱Z蒻゚

Suppose k1 = k4 = 0 (In e-voting, k1, k4 are invalid 

ballot). The result of (3) is as following. 

Z=窄窄Z魯Z岱咋Zな勾Z蒻゚ (4) 

In the equation of (4), k1, k4 give not the influence 

others variables. 

1.5 Related works 

■ F0092[3] scheme 
In F0092 scheme, the e—voting system consists of 

three. That is the administrator, a voter, the tal-

lier. It is connected with anonymous channel be— 

tween with a voter and the tallier. This scheme 

used blind signature and bit-commitment scheme. 

The disadvantage of this scheme is that a voter does 

not satisfy with walk-away because of using of bit-

commitment. That is, after a voter cast the voting, 

a voter should send randomly chosen key朽againfor 

checking in counting stage. 

used the ZKIP, RSA and r-th residue cryptosystem 

for homomorphic encryption. The characters of this 

system are two separate authorities (centerl, cen-

ter2) and double encryption. When a voter encrypts 

the voting content, a voter does double encryption 

using the public key of each authority. And the!1, 

it can prevent the risk that one authority takes the 

responsibility on results of whole election. Also, two 

authorities can prevent the forgery or the alteration 

on voting contents or results and can detect the il-

legality on voting result of each authority. The dou-

ble encryption is very useful to use in e-voting sys-

tem (see the next section (2)). E-vox [9][12] which 

was proposed by M.A.Herschberg introduced dou-

ble encryption scheme in e-voting. In voting stage, 

a voter encrypts the vote with tallier's public key 

and anonymizer's public key. That is, it used dou-

ble encryption for strengthen encryption on the vote. 

Two authorities (Tallier and Anonymizer) of E-vox 

had not the independence and the mutual checking 

of the vote. But, Double encryption of [11] enables 

the mutual checking on voting results as well as the 

decrease of responsibility on voting results through 

two independent authorities. Advantages of double 

encryption are as follows. 

-It has the independence and the mutual checking 

by two separated authorities. 

-It can be reduced the responsibility on voting re— 

suits. 

-In order to compute voting results, it needs two 

private keys of two authorities. It can not compute 

voting results with one private key. 

-It can build up the security on voting contents. 

1.6 Our contribution 

In this paper, we propose the e-voting system in-

eluding an absentee voter based on blind signature, 

double-encryption and the ballot-cancellation. For 

the successful e-voting system, we must consider an 

absentee voter together with a general voter. For 

the ballot-cancellation scheme, we use the modified 

■ TYKK98 [11] scheme . d r-res1 ue cryptography usmg homomorphic encryp-

In 1998, Tsujii, Yamaguchi, Kitazawa and Kurowawa tion. When the ballot is cancelled, everyone does not 

proposed the election model which can be practically know the vote. That is, it keeps the private. Also, 

available in the real-world election [11]. In [11], they we use the blind signature and don't use a voter's 
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private key. After a voter cast the voting, the vote is 2 
double encrypted by two public keys of administra-

Construction of proposed e-

voting system 
tor and tallier. In our scheme, the ballot is cancelled 

without knowing the content of voting and the mark 2.1 Overview of our e-voting 

remains in the bulletin board. We introduced the 

double encryption of [11]. 

1. 7 Comparison of our proposal to the 
． 

previous 

In subsection, we compare our schemes with [11) 

and [3] (See table2). The meaning of Independent 

is that two authorities play each role. For example, 

there are two authorities, which are administrator 

and tallier, in [3). These two authorities play the 

independent role that administrator issues the sig-

nature on the security of the voting content after a 

voter cast the voting and tallier computes the re-

sult of voting. In case of mutual independent, two 

authorities take part in the security and results of 

voting and take the collective responsibility on the 

voting. 

Table 2. Ratio of votes obtained of candidate in 

Okayama e-voting 

Identity F0092 TYKK98 Our e-voting 

Dependence No Yes Yes 

of authorities 

Ballot- No No Yes 

cancellation 

Voter's key Use Use Not use 

for encryption 

1.8 Organization of our paper 

The goal of our e-voting system is ballot-

cancellation with an absen-tee voter as well as basic 

requirements. For these, we use two independent au-

thorities and double encryption. After a voter selects 

a candidate, the vote is encrypted by two public keys 

of administrator and tallier. A voter can not know 

the vote and proves the vote to a third trust or buy-

ers. The double encrypted vote is blinded by the 

blind factor of a voter, and signed by a voter and 

sent to administrator. An administrator checks the 

voter and the vote, and signs the blinded value and 

returns a voter. So, a voter can take the own blind 

factor and the blind signature of administrator. To 

prepare the claim of a voter, these values will be 

used. After the voting time is over, a administrator 

checks whether a voter keeps the right of casting the 

ballot or not, a administrator assigns the value of the 

parameter and decrypts the double encrypted ballot 

and computes the product of the encrypted ballot. 

After tallier compares own computation results~ith 
the computed result by administrator and publishes 

the last result of the voting. 

2.2 Construction of our e-voting 

Our e-voting system consists of four organizations. 

That is, Voter (a general voter and an absentee 

voter), Tallier, Administrator including a voter's list 

and Bulletin board. 

-Voter 

A voter is divided a general voter and an absentee 

voter. In this paper, we explain the e-voting in as-

pect of an absentee voter. A person who can not go 

to the voting place in Election Day is an absentee 

voter. For example, the public business or health 

This paper is organized邸 follows:Section 2 de- and so on. The definition of an absentee voter is 

scribes the construction of proposal e-voting system. different by the election law of each country. An 

Section 3 describes the voting procedure and Section absentee e-voting can be connecting with a military 

4 describes the security in proposal e-voting system. voting because a military takes the best high ratio in 

Conclusions remark appears in Section 5. absentee voters. An absentee voter must previously 
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reservation to Election office. 

-Administrator 

Administrator has a list of legitimated absentee vot-

ers and plays the role of the determination whether 

the ballot is valid or not and verifies the unresuabil-

ity. The roles of Administrator are as follows. 

-Verify whether an absentee voter is a regal voter or 

not / whether voting is one time of not. 

-Cast a mark'verified'on the bulletin board 

-Tallier 

Tallier verifies the received voting result from ad-

ministrator whether this result is valid or not. Tal-

lier computes voting results and announces voting 

results. The detailed roles are as follows. 

-Compute voting results 

-Compare with the number of voter that is com-

puted by administrator 

-Send voting results to bulletin board 

• Administrator (See Appendix A.I) 

-Public key: < eA, NA> 

-Private key: < dA,PA, 知＞

-PA, QA: large prime numbers 

-ki: Vairable of the right of casting the ballot 

on Voter (kj = 0 or 1) 

-M: Summation of voting results 

-a A : The sign of absentee center 

• Tallier(See Appendix A.2) 

-Public key: < Nr, YT> 

-Private key: < PT, 町 ＞

-PT, QT : large prime numbers 

[Stage I : Double encryption} 

-Voter¾selects vote Vi and encrypts Vi with the 

public-key :< Nr国 >ofTallier. 

zi = y如xTvi mod Nr (5) 

-Voter¼encrypts公 twice with the public-key < 

e A, NA > of Administrator. 

-Bulletin Board 

In bulletin board, everyone can see whether a voter 

votes or not. But, they can not erase and modify vot-

ing contents. Keeping the security of absentee voter, {Stage II: Blind Signature J 
we can know only the fact whether an absentee voter -½blinds Ci as following. 
votes or not. In the real absentee voting, an absentee 

voter can not know the transmission of one's voting 

content. Also, absentee voter can request for the 

verification whether the content of absentee voting 

is exactly counted or not. For these, we use the Bul-

letin board. 

3
 

Procedure of proposed e-voting 

system for an absentee voter 

■ Notation 

• Voter 
-Voter: ½ 
-ID of each voter : J Di 

-Voting contents of Voter : Vi (Vi = 0 or 1) 

ーびi: voter's sign 

-ei : blind value 

Ci = Z? mod NA (6) 

ei = x(Ciぷ） (7) 

,whereri is a randomly chosen blinding factor . 

-½signs ei as Si = ai(ei) 

-½sends< ID氾 i,si > to administrator A. 

-Administrator A checks the following parts. 

. Si is a valid signature of ei 

. I Di is registered in a list and½has the right to 

vote 

-If all checks pass, Administrator A signs di as fol-

lowing and sends it to Voter: 

di=虹 (ei) (8) 

-½unblinds di to obtain the signature di as follows: 

Yi = o(diぶ） (9) 

-½checks that Yi is a valid signature of the admin-

istrator for message Xi . If the checks fails, ½sends 
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<Cゎ 祐>to bulletin board. 

-A announces the number of voters who were 

given the administrator's signature, and sends < 

I Di, ei心>to bulletin board. 

-Voter sends < C⑮ > to administrator A via an 

anonymous channel. 

[Stage III : The ballot-cancellation} 

-Administrator A checks the signature Yi of the bal-

lot Ciusing the administrator's verification key. 

-If the check succeeds, Administrator A decrypts Ci 

using private key < dA,PA, 知 >andgets Zi. 

-Administrator A checks the voter's right of casting 

the ballot and sends results to bulletin board. (In-

valid ballot ki =0, Valid ballot ki =1) 

-Administrator A computes the product for the col-

lection as equation (11) 

h 

h 

II伽）Vi xrvi mod Nr 

i=l 
l n 

Il(Zi)'II (Zサ゚
i=l i=l+l 

加i)
i=l 

,where ki is the decision value whether an absentee 

keeps the right of casting the ballot or not (ki = 0 

or 1) (h = l + n, h : whole ballot , l : valid ballot , n 

: Invalid ballot) 

l 

Zt = Il(公）1 : Valid -ballot 
i=l 

(14) 

n 

Zn IT (公）゚： Invalid -ballot 

i=l+l 

-Last results of the voting are as follows. 

Zc = IT公 modNr (10) l 

i=l 

-Administrator A creates ID A and encrypts ID A , 

with Administrator A's private key< dA,PA, QA >. 

(IDA)虹 Zc mod NA (11) 

-In order to confirm the computed盆 byAdminis-

trator A, Voting center computes 

Zz = Il(Zi)1 mod Nr 
i=l 

(15) 

h 

Il(Y~ 五） modNr 
i=l 

紺xパi mod Nr 

l 

M=L坊

i=l 

(16) 

Cv 

Ce 

加沖 modNA 
i=l 
(ZctA mod NA 

(12) 4 Security of proposed e-voting 

system 

, where Cv is a product of encrypted votes on the 

Bulletin board. Tallier T compares Cv with Ce , if 

Cv = Ce , Administrator A convinces the computed 

Zc・

-Tallier T decrypts the encrypted ballot公andac-

cumulates each as follows. 

Zc 加沖 modNr (13) 
i=l 

■ Privacy 
For privacy, everyone except a voter should not know 

the relation of a voter and the vote. Our e-voting sys-

tern provides services as follows for privacy. 

-After a voter does voting, a voter encrypts the vot-

ing content by two public keys 

ふ =y如xrvi mod Nr, Ci= z:A mod NA 

Here, a voter can not prove on the voting of one's 

own to the third party or other people because the 

voting is encrypted by two public keys. Especially, 

the voting is encrypted by a voter's key. 
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Then, a voter and administrator prove the dou-

ble encrypted voting through blind signature. If 

it happens the problem in mutual proofs, a voter 

and administrator send each signature (si, di) to 

bulletin board. The security of a voter and ad-

ministrator is kept by the blind signature. Als_o. 

although a voter want to deceive the vote to-

gether with administrator, they cannot see the 

original vote or proof on the original vote be-

cause they can not know the secret key of tally 

< PT,qr >. 

Absentee Center 
Absentee voter 

3. Choose candida記
and double encryption 

Fig. 1 Overview of our e-voting 

-To prevent the fabication or the deletion of the 

voting by two authorities, a voter blinds with ad-

ministrator on the double encrypted voting (Ci), 

-After a voter blinds ei = x(Ciぶ） the double en-

crypted voting (Ci) and signs (si = ai(ei)) it, and 

send< ID臼 i,Si > with one's own ID to adminis-
trator. 

-A voter can be taken the double encrypted voting 

and the signature di of administrator. 

-If a voter wants a claim on one's vote, he can know 

the vote through administrator's signature di, 

-After all, a voter can not proof one's own vote by 

oneself. 

■ Security on two independent centers (Administra-
tor, Tallier) 

Administrator checks a voter's identification and can 

compute the number of voter. Tallier computes the 

last voting result and compares the voting result with 

the computed summation by administrator. Admin-

istrator and voting center can the mutual checking. 

■ Security on the fabrication of the vote 

• Voter-Administrator 

We use blind signature for the security of be-

tween a vote and administrator. After a voter 

cast the voting, the voting content is encrypted 

by two public keys of administrator and tallier. 

• Administrator-Tallier 

The vote is encrypted by two public keys of ad-

ministrator and tallier. For the decryption of 

the vote (the counting), it needs two private keys 

of administrator and tallier. The last result of 

vote is computed by tallier. But, administra-

tor can check on the voting result through a few 

methods as follows. 

-The number of signaturedi : d = Lいdi(The 

total number of an issue signature) 

-The number of a voter Zi : Zc = ITにzj
modNr 

Administrator and tallier can keep each other 

in check on the voting results because the vote 

is encrypted by two public key of administrator 

and administrator. 

■ University verifiability 
Administrator can compute the number of signature 

and the encrypted ballot, and compares with the last 

result of tallier. All computation results are posted 

on the bulletin board together with the right of cast-

ing the ballot and other information. 

■ Fairness 
In our e-voting system, four participants have mu-

tual independent relationship and can be hold each 

other in check from the encryption of the vote to the 

computation of the vote. So, nothing can affect the 

voting process. 

■ Robustness 
The system can tolerate a certain number of faulty 

participants. Because the double encryption based 
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on RSA and r-th residue encryption and blind signa-

ture is used, robustness is guaranteed. 

tions" in Advaces in Cryptology-AUSCRYPT 

'92, LNCS718, Springer-Verleg, Berlin, pp.244-

251, 1993, 

5 Conclusions [4] C.Park, K.ltoh, K.Kurosawa "Efficient 

Anonymous Channel and All / Nothing Elec-
In this paper, we proposed an e-voting system tion Scheme" EUROCRYPT'93, LNCS765, 

including an absentee voter based on double en-

cryption, blind signature and the ballot-cancellation. 

In order to use double encryption, we used r-

residue encryption and RSA, and used the variable 

for the ballot-cancellation. In case of the ballot-

cancellation, this scheme can apply to Japanese elec-

tion law. Also, it can be happened the situation to be 

cancelled the ballot by some reasons (forge, lost the 

right of canting and so on). We u13ed blind signature 

and double encryption without using a voter's key. 

In e-voting parts, it had overlooked on the absen-

tee voter and the ballot-cancellation. The absentee 

voting is very important in real election. In order 

to realize the secure e-voting in real world, we must 

more research on parts of an absentee voter. 
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Appendix 

A . r-th Residue encryption 

Secret key: Two large prime numbers : PT, QT 

Public key: NT = (PT行）， YT(y is a random num-

her) 

Voting: Vi 

Encryption Zi = y拌xrvi mod NT 

, x is a random number 

[case2)r : even 

gcd(pr -l,r) = e1 

(casel]r: odd 

gcd(PT -l, r) = e1 

gcd(qr -l, r) = e2 

r = e1e2 

gcd(qr-l,r) = e2 (17) 

2r = e1e2 

gcd(e1, e2) = 1 gcd(ei, e2) = 2 

Decryption 

mod pr 
zi(pr-1)/ei) = (y如xrvi)(Pr-l)/e1
= (y!j:r-l)/e1沖(xr/e1)(PT-l) (18) 

(pr-l)/e1)v; 
= (Yr 

mod QT 
z/qr-l}/e2) = (y:pxrv;)<qr-l}/e2 

= (y>jr-l)/e2沖(xr/e2)(qr-1) (19) 

(qr-l}/e2粋= (Yr 

． 
equation. 

(y炉―l)/ei)i mod PT and (y防―l)/e2)1 mod QT 

(20) 

B.RSA 

Secret key: < PT, q九心>(PT and QT are two large 

prime numbers) 

-Compute NA= p匹 Tand </)(nA) = (PA -l)(qA -1) 

-Select a random number e, 1 < e <¢(nA), such 

that gcd(e,¢) = 1 

-Use the extended Euclidean algorithm to compute 

the unique integer d , such that ed三 1mod¢(nA) 

Public key: < eA, 1む＞

Encrypted vote: Zi 

Encryption: Ci = Z? mod NA 

Decryption: Use the private key dA to recover Zi = 

叩 modNA 

Proof: (k・1s an mteger) 

zeA心 l+k</J(nA)
i =Z-

i 
mod NA 

＝公(zt<nA)l mod NA 

＝公 modNA 

(21) 
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